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6 [1] A power line of 108 km length in the Kola Peninsula, Russia, was fed by a tunable
7 AC current in the upper ULF and lower ELF frequency band. Its magnetic signature
8 was received by the Finnish chain of pulsation magnetometers at distances from 200 to
9 1000 km from the source. Amplitudes and polarization properties were analyzed as a
10 function of frequency, distance, line-of-sight angle, and local time. Some evidence was
11 obtained that, beside the geological structure underneath the radiator, also different
12 ionospheric conditions affect the received signal properties in a systematic way. The
13 efficiency of the power line as an ULF-wave radiator proved to exceed largely those
14 typically obtained in similar experiments based on modulation of ionospheric currents by
15 powerful HF heating.
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20 1. Introduction

21 [2] It is well known that power line radiation (50 and
22 60 Hz) fills the entire Earth’s atmosphere up to deep into
23 space, hereby changing the natural electron distribution in
24 the magnetosphere via electron-wave interaction. Power
25 line radiation produces and modifies a great variety of wave
26 and particle phenomena (for a recent review, see Parrot and
27 Zaslavski [1996, and references therein]) and can be con-
28 sidered as a kind of global pollution with consequences we
29 cannot give an account of in all details and full amount.
30 [3] Contrary to this side effect of our technical world and
31 industrial civilization, we could use power line radiation
32 also as a scientific tool in a well defined manner under
33 controlled conditions. In the first place we are not fixed to
34 50 or 60 Hz and could choose the frequency freely. The
35 basic idea is very simple: hire a commercial power line of
36 let us say 100 km length and feed to it an AC current of
37 desired strength and frequency. The technical and geologic
38 requirements for high ELF/ULF transmission efficiency are,
39 however, not so easy to meet. The underlying Earth’s crust
40 conductance should be low, and even more important,
41 antenna and generator should have a good electrical ground-
42 ing (cf. Figure 1). Both requirements are fairly well met in
43 case of the Kola-Serebryansky power transmission line in
44 Russia. The Kola shield belongs to the oldest on the globe
45 and the good grounding is guaranteed by a water power
46 station at one end of the power line (where the generator is
47 located).

48[4] First experiments of the given kind were, however,
49not carried out in Russia but in USA at the Wisconsin Test
50Facility [Bannister et al., 1974], known as the Project
51Sanguin. A more rigorous search for historical forerunners
52revealed an attempt in Sweden of geoelectric probing of the
53Earth’s crust using a power line as antenna. It dates back as
54far as 1946 [Lundholm, 1946]. To some extent, power line
55usage for magnetosounding was also tried here and then in
56Northern America, Southern Africa, and former USSR
57[Cantwell et al., 1965; Samson, 1969; Van Zijl, 1969; Blohm
58et al., 1977; Sapugak and Enenstain, 1980].
59[5] Russian research groups developed and systematized
60this method doing experiments either in the VLF range
61[Velichov et al., 1994] or in the ULF range [Belyaev et al.,
621997, 2002] with main emphasis on ionospheric investiga-
63tions. All experiments (which still continue) have shown that
64the transmission efficiency in the ULF range exceeded by far
65what has been able to achieve by high power HF periodic
66heating of the ionosphere [cf. Bösinger et al., 2000, and
67references therein]. Power line transmitted artificial signals in
68the 1 Hz frequency range were detected over distances of
69more than 1500 km, a result which was never reported in case
70of heating experiments (the ULF signals were only detected
71under the heated region) [Belyaev et al., 1987; Stubbe, 1996].
72[6] In spite of such a clear strategy and an attractive
73scientific objective, power lines have been only little used in
74a controlled fashion, at least in the ULF range. This is
75partially due to practical difficulties. It is not so easy to feed
76an AC current of, e.g., 1 Hz efficiently into the line (see
77above) but even more severe is the little confidence in the
78scientific community that something can be achieved be-
79yond just the trivial effect, detecting the primary field. It is
80one objective of this paper to show that the ionosphere has,
81depending on distance, indeed an effect on the received
82artificial signal. This is shown here not for the first time [cf.
83Belyaev et al., 1997, 2002] but it is for the first time that
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84 extended use is made of the Finnish chain of pulsation
85 magnetometers which are located in an intermediate range
86 of distances with respect to the ULF wave radiator. It allows
87 one to investigate the transition from near to far field. A
88 study of the longest distance reception properties is kept for
89 a separate paper. It may, however, be mentioned that in the
90 experiment analyzed here the artificial signal was detected
91 in Spitzbergen located in the polar cap and on at a river side
92 of Volga, in midlatitude Russia, 500 km southeast of
93 Moscow. Thus the artificial signal was received over an
94 area of 3000 km in diameter.
95 [7] The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 details
96 are given of the campaign, the experimental setup, and data
97 processing, in section 3 some basic theoretical concepts are
98 reviewed, in section 4 the observational findings are pre-
99 sented. Section 5 closes the paper with a discussion and a
100 summary.

101 2. Arrangements, Equipment, Observation
102 Points, and Data Processing

103 [8] Disconnecting a power line for several days from the
104 providers and consumers of electric power requires consid-
105 erable efforts on the legal, financial, and practical side. It
106 can only be carried out on some campaign basis. This paper

107deals with the result of a campaign carried out from
10827 September till 3 October 2001.

1092.1. Transmitter and its Surrounding

110[9] The basic concept of using a power line as anULFwave
111transmitter is shown in Figure 1. The Kola-Serebryansky
112power line was disconnected from the power plant and its
113consumers. A 50 kW ULF generator fed a current of up to
114100 A via matching capacitors into the line. The generator
115makes use of powerful thyristor switching circuitry and is
116shown in Figure 2. Input current and voltage amplitudes were
117monitored during all experiment time.
118[10] The power line in question is of 108 km in length and
119stretches out into the geographic east-west direction, so the
120axis of the corresponding magnetic dipole points toward
121north. The geological structure on Kola Peninsula is rather
122unique and is characterized by a very low conductivity s = 5 �
12310�5 – 10�4 S/m (as it follows from measurements at
124frequencies above 30 Hz). The estimated skin depth d for a
125frequency of f = 10 Hz is of the order of 8 to 10 km.

1262.2. Observation Points

127[11] To study the spatial distribution and characteristics of
128the received ULF, magnetic field emitted by the transmitter
129the Finish chain of pulsation magnetometers was used. The
130geographic location of the receiving sites and their position
131relative to the source field is shown in Figure 3 and geo-
132graphic coordinates, etc., are given in Table 1 (the station

Figure 1. Schematics of the ULF-transmitter.

Figure 2. The 50 kW ULF generator. Figure 3. Geography of the experiment.
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133 KEV shown in the figure was out of operation during the time
134 of the experiment but it is part of the Finnish chain).
135 [12] A triple of orthogonal search coil sensors provided the
136 geomagnetic east-west, north-south, and vertical components
137 of the magnetic field vector at each station with the exception
138 of the station NUR where a vertical sensor was missing. The
139 magnetometers are sensitive to the frequency range 0.01 to
140 5 Hz. Data is recorded digitally at a resolution of 16 bit with a
141 sampling rate of 40 Hz. All instruments were equipped with a
142 GPS clock. Raw data was processed to correct for the
143 frequency and phase response of the instruments.

144 2.3. Campaign Strategy and Data Processing

145 [13] The campaign took place from 27 September to
146 3 October 2001 at daytime and nighttime. Various patterns
147 of time schedules and frequency sweeps were implied. They
148 can be divided in two categories, either a set of fixed
149 frequencies from 0.6 to 15 Hz band or a continuous
150 frequency sweep with small increments. After judging the
151 quality of the data, 4 out of 6 days were selected for a
152 detailed data analysis. Daytime conditions were 30.09.01,
153 0800–1200 UT, 1.2–3.0 Hz, 0.1 Hz increment, 10 min at
154 each frequency. Nighttime conditions were 27.09.01,
155 01.10.01, and 02.10.01, 2000–2300 UT, 0.6–4.2Hz,
156 0.2 Hz increment, 10 min at each frequency, three sweeps.
157 [14] Data processing implied calculation of power spectra
158 from 100 s of data with spectral resolution of 0.01 Hz and
159 subsequent averaging over the 10 min period of signal
160 radiation. Power spectra of linear as well as circular polar-
161 ization were calculated, i.e., east–west and south–north
162 components, and left-handed and right-handed circularly
163 polarized components.

165 3. Theoretical Background

166 [15] Let us consider the power line as a magnetic field
167 source in a highly resistive half space (atmosphere) formally
168 represented as a magnetic dipole where the power line’s
169 length L � l, r (with l the wave length in free space and r
170 the distance to the observation point). As in Figure 4 we put
171 the X axis pointing into east-west and Y axis into the south-
172 north directions, define j as the angle between the Y axis
173 and the direction to the observation point, name h the
174 thickness of the waveguide and have the magnetic field H
175 laying in the ZY plane).
176 [16] Under the assumption of finite conductivity of the
177 half space underneath the antenna the magnetic momentum
178 M of the source can be expressed as:

M ¼ ILffiffiffi
2

p d ð1Þ

180Here L is the length of the current line, I is the current
181amplitude, and d =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=wsm0

p
is the skin depth as expressed

182in conventional notation.
183[17] The near field (r� L) can be calculated by integrating
184along the antenna [see Terechenko et al., 2005]. In this case
185one has taken in account only the finite conductivity of the
186Earth crust and neglected the influence of the ionosphere. At
187distances r > h, L the magnetic field in the waveguide can be
188easily calculated under the assumption of a perfect ground
189conductor because the losses in the waveguide are dictated
190primarily by the upper ionospheric wall [see Wait, 1972].
191Note that the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the
192ELF frequency range within the Earth–ionosphere wave-
193guide in case of a homogeneous and isotropic ionosphere was
194investigated by Bannister et al. [1974]. Sobchakov et al.
195[2003] in turn investigated the case of an anisotropic and
196homogeneous upper wall for ULF frequencies.
197[18] Following Sobchakov et al. [2003], on the surface of
198the Earth the orthogonal magnetic field components are
199given by

Hj ¼ iM sinj
2pr2h

1� ib
k0h

� ��1

ð2Þ

Hr ¼
iM cosj
2pr2h

1� ib
k0h

� ��1

b ¼ ZYX � ZXY

2 � Z0
ð3Þ

203where Hr and Hj are the magnetic field components parallel
204and perpendicular to the radius vector from the source to the
205observation point,M as given by formula (1), symbols h and
206r as used above, ZYX, ZXY are the horizontal components of
207the ionospheric impedance tensor in case of an anisotropic
208and nonhomogeneous ionosphere, Z0 = 120p [Ohm] is the
209impedance of free space, k0 is the wave number of free
210space. In case of an anisotropic but homogeneous upper
211wall, b can be replaced by b = (1/n1 + 1/n2), where n1 and n2
212represent the refractive indexes of the normal wave modes.
213The formulas (2) and (3) were obtained under the conditions
214k0r � 1, r > h, k0n1,2h 	 1 assuming a vertical Earth
215magnetic field throughout. The conditions define in fact the
216applicability of the impedance approach.

t1.1 Table 1. Names and Coordinates of Observation Points and Their

Distances to Radiation Facility

Station Position Distance to
Source, km

Angle j
to Sourcet1.2 Name Code Lat Longt1.3

Kilpisjärvi KIL 69.0 20.7 547 85.05t1.4
Ivalo IVA 68.6 27.4 286 80.71t1.5
Sodankylä SOD 67.4 26.5 367 60.06t1.6
Rovaniemi ROV 66.6 25.8 477 53.87t1.7
Oulu OUL 65.0 25.5 578 38.26t1.8
Nurmijärvi NUR 60.5 24.7 1032 22.23t1.9

Figure 4. Coordinate system for calculations of the
radiation from power line.
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217 [19] The signal components Hr and Hj calculated by
218 formulas (2) and (3) were used for defining the magnetic-
219 field absolute value H =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H2

r þ H2
j

q
. Then the dependence

220 of the field module on frequency for each station, and the
221 dependence of the field module on distance for given
222 frequencies were calculated and plotted. The components
223 HS-N and HW-E were also determined from the calculated
224 components Hr and Hj for comparing the experimental with
225 the theoretical dependences. Besides the linear components
226 HS-N and HW-E, we will consider also the right and left-
227 handed circularly polarized field components defined by
228 HR,L = (HS-N ± iHW-E)/

ffiffiffi
2

p
.

229 4. Observational Results

230 [20] Throughout all experiments the artificial signal was
231 observed at all stations of the Finnish chain (cf. Figure 2 and
232 Table 1). As an example of the received signal, Figure 5
233 shows dynamic spectrum obtained at the nearest station IVA.
234 The operational mode of a stepping sweep in frequency is
235 clearly and distinctly discernable above the background
236 noise. This is true also for NUR where the signal to noise
237 ratio is smallest. Similar dynamic spectra were obtained at all
238 receiving points.
239 [21] The observation at IVA revealed in addition harmon-
240 ics above the fundamental excitation frequencies. This is not
241 due to signal saturation at the receiving station but a product
242 of the nonsinusoidal excitation of the current in the power
243 transmission line (cf. Figure 5). Such additional harmonics
244 were not observed for more remote stations.
245 [22] The values of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) were
246 estimated for the best and worse cases using power spectra
247 for the two stations mentioned above. Clearly, the peak
248 power was always well above the neighboring background
249 level. We consider in all cases the SNR large enough to
250 avoid tedious confidence interval estimates for the spectra.
251 In numbers SNR was of the order of 6 to 8 dB at the most
252 remote stations NUR and OUL (cf. Table 1). This is
253 considered enough to make reliable spectral analyses.

254[23] We first focus on the amplitude-frequency depen-
255dence of the linearly polarized magnetic field components
256(Figure 6). This is done in comparison of night to day hour
257observations and for the station IVA (286 km) and NUR
258(1032 km). The night observations were from 27.09.01 and
25901.10.01 and day observations from 30.09.01. All ampli-
260tudes of the received signal were normalized corresponding
261to constant antenna current amplitude of 100 À. As one can
262see from Figure 6, upper panel, the received signal ampli-
263tude at the nearest receiving point depended only weakly on
264frequency if at all. This is true for both components. The
265discrepancy between night and day observations is negligi-
266ble for the east-west component (more-or-less coinciding
267with the plane of the antenna current loop) and not large (at
268most 25% in relative units) for the north-south component.
269If there were no observations of 27.9.01 (night observation)
270for the north-south component, one would be ready to state
271no significant frequency dependence and no significant
272night to day hour dependence in the near-field of the
273antenna.

Figure 5. Dynamic spectrum from IVA.

Figure 6. The dependence of the ULF signal linear
components on frequency for IVA (upper panel) & NUR
(lower panel) stations during three sweep operation times.
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274 [24] One is inclined to assume that the somewhat differ-
275 ent behavior on 27.9.01 is actually due to background
276 magnetic activity. This assumption is checked below. Note
277 that IVA is located underneath the Polar electrojet.
278 [25] As one can see from Figure 6, lower panel, the
279 behavior of the signal at the remote receiving point NUR
280 differs from the one at IVA (cf. Figure 6, upper panel). In
281 order not to overload the figure only the east-west component
282 is presented as showing the largest effect. For the two
283 nighttime runs (27.9.01 and 1.10.01) a contradictory fre-
284 quency dependence of the signal strength was encountered.
285 In spite of the large spread of observation points (up to 25% in
286 relative units), it was big enough to be considered as
287 significant. Astonishingly, the trend was positive during
288 night 27.9.01 and negative during night 1.10.01. One would
289 have liked to see a great difference between the nighttime and
290 daytime runs but this was not observed, at least as much as
291 can be said from the few observation points of day 30.9.01.

292[26] An important parameter of radiated magnetic field is
293the ratio of right- to left-handed polarized components. This
294parameter is very sensitive to the anisotropic properties of
295the waveguide walls (both ionosphere and Earth crust) as
296was shown by Belyaev et al. [2002]. It is known, for
297instance, that the spectral resonance structure (SRS) of the
298ionospheric Alfvén resonator (IAR) is most distinct in the
299ellipticity, which is in fact the ratio of left- to right-handed
300circularly polarized wave components [Bösinger et al.,
3012004, and references therein; cf. Hayakawa et al., 2004,
302Figure 1].
303[27] In order not to be fooled around by the polarization
304properties of the background magnetic noise superimposed
305on the artificial signal a similar processing is carried out for
306the noise alone and for the signal plus noise and shown in
307comparison. Figure 7, upper and lower panels, exemplifies
308this kind of analysis for the station SOD (cf. Table 1). As
309regards the background noise Figure 7, lower panel, shows
310convincingly that there was no frequency dependence and
311night versus day difference in the observations.
312[28] The artificial signal received at SOD exhibited a
313distinctly different behavior: the signal ratio HR/HL was
314clearly above unity at all operating frequencies and exhibited
315an increase with frequency (up to 30% in relative units). This
316means prevalence of R with respect to L polarization.
317Interestingly enough, there was no difference between night-
318time and daytime runs, a fact which was also realized at the
319station IVA. Whereas the frequency dependence could
320indicate an ionospheric impedance effect, the similarity
321between nighttime and daytime runs speaks against it.
322Obviously, SOD was still too close to the source in order
323to be sensitive enough for ionospheric modifications.
324[29] Now let us look at the station NUR: The background
325noise properties shown in Figure 8, lower panel, clearly
326indicate an active ionosphere during the night of 27.9.01. It
327therefore does not come as a surprise that the artificial signal
328was also affected in the same way at this night as Figure 8,
329upper panel, can tell us. Note that this figure includes only
330night hour runs. The number of points is too small from the
331day hour experiment of 30.9.01 (cf. Figure 6, lower panel)
332in view of the large observational spread. Note that the trend
333in the frequency dependence was either negative or positive
334indicating a large variability in this quantity.
335[30] Closing this section, two more figures are shown
336which will be addressed only in section 5. In Figure 9, upper
337and lower panels, use is made of all experiments, also the
338one of night 2.10.01. Moreover, one more station, ROV, is
339incorporated which is located south of IVA and SOD but
340well north of NUR (cf. Table 1). The ratio of the two
341linearly polarized components (north-south and east-west)
342turned out to be worthy also of some consideration (see
343below).

3445. Discussion

345[31] Keeping in mind that the Kola-Serebryansky trans-
346mission power line is located inside the auroral oval, it
347seems necessary to give an account of the geomagnetic
348activity during the experiments. For this purpose the Ap

349index was chosen. It allows to estimating the geomagnetic
350field disturbance level. A histogram of this index for
351the Tromsø observatory is shown in Figure 10 (upper panel;

Figure 7. The ratio of right and left hand polarized
components at SOD station for signal (upper panel) and
background noise (lower panel).
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352 cf. http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/). As one can see the distur-
353 bance was rather weak during the operation times of
354 27.09.01 and 30.09.01. The night runs of 01.10.01 and
355 02.10.01 were carried out during prolonged medium level
356 geomagnetic activity.
357 [32] The ionospheric conditions are best probed by an
358 ionosonde in Loparskaya, close to the transmitting facility
359 (L = 68�520N, F = 33�030E). The ionosonde data is shown
360 in the middle and bottom panels of Figure 10 (cf. http://
361 spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/).
362 [33] It can be concluded by the ionosonde data that the
363 situation in the E layer during the first night (27.9.01)
364 differed radically from the situation during the second and
365 third nights runs (1.10.01 and 2.10.01). The latter were
366 carried out under disturbed magnetic conditions and the
367 ionospheric parameters were strongly affected most likely
368 by particle precipitation. On 27.09.01 the E layer produced
369 a rather low critical frequency (about �1 MHz) and
370 exhibited a weak sporadic ES layer (fcEs � 2 MHz), but

371the critical frequency of the E-layer accompanied with ES

372raised up to 5–6 MHz in the time period of 01.10.01–
37302.10.01 and actually blanked the upper ionosphere. The
374data from the Tromsø dynasonde (not shown) could tell that
375it was not a typical and regular ES (rather narrow) but it was
376a 50 km thick layer practically like a daytime Å layer. It can
377also be concluded during the night of 01.10.01 the con-
378ditions in the E layer were very close to those of the
379following night on 02.10.01.
380[34] In accord with the geomagnetic and ionospheric
381conditions the signal characteristics obtained during the
382night of 01.10.01 (and actually also during the night of
38302.10.01) were similar to daytime ones as obtained on
38430.09.01 (cf. Figure 6). Figure 9 can serve as a kind of
385summary for this fact. The ratios of linearly polarized
386components at IVA and ROV on 27.09.01 distinctly differ
387from those obtained at all others days of observations.
388Recall that the daytime frequency dependence was close

Figure 9. The ratio of the linear components versus
frequency at IVA (upper panel) and ROV (lower panel)
stations for all four frequency sweep operations.

Figure 8. The ratio of right and left hand polarized
components at NUR station for signal (upper panel) and
background noise (lower panel).
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389 to the one obtained during nighttime under disturbed
390 conditions.
391 [35] So far we have only considered the ionospheric
392 conditions in the vicinity of the ULF transmitter. As is
393 known since the first midlatitude observations [Belyaev et
394 al., 2002], the natural background magnetic noise polariza-
395 tion (defined as the ratio p = HR/HL) is sensitive to the
396 ionospheric conditions above the observation point. As
397 stated in the relevant literature [Belyaev et al., 2002] the
398 spectral resonance structure (SRS) is only observed when
399 p > 1. It signals an influence of the local ionospheric
400 gyrotropicy and results in an anisotropic noise parameters at
401 the receiving point. The observed ratio p above unity for the
402 artificial signal detected at SOD (cf. Figure 7, upper panel)
403 in spite of the value of p close to unity for the background
404 noise (cf. Figure 7, lower panel) indicates that there was no
405 ionospheric anisotropy above the observation site (367 km
406 from the transmitter) but there was an anisotropy of the
407 Earth crust underneath the ULF wave radiator.
408 [36] The interpretation of observations at NUR located
409 about 1000 km away from the radiator is more tricky (cf.
410 Figure 8). Except for frequencies below 1 Hz the back-
411 ground magnetic noise during the night of 1.10.01 (and
412 actually also during the night of 2.10.01; both disturbed)
413 was not polarized (ratio p close to unity; cf. Figure 8, lower
414 panel), still the artificial signal exhibited a frequency
415 dependence (negative trend). Could this be attributed to a

416source region effect? Figure 8, upper panel (positive trend)
417does not allow us to draw this conclusion. We are inclined
418to attribute the negative trend at NUR as an artifact caused
419by the large spread in the observation points. The interpre-
420tation of the case during the night of 27.9.01 is more secure.
421At that time background noise (cf. Figure 8, lower panel)
422and artificial signal (cf. Figure 8, upper panel) tell the same
423story. The strong frequency dependence (positive trend) in
424the ratio of background noise and in the ratio of the artificial
425signal suggests that this was an effect of the ionosphere
426conditions overhead of NUR.
427[37] The main message of our study is to be seen in the
428contrasting behavior of the artificial signal as a function of
429distance from the source and as a function of ionospheric
430conditions as a whole. There is evidence for the influence of
431the ionospheric anisotropy on the propagation path as well as
432for the effect of the ionospheric conditions overhead of the
433observation point. The steep frequency dependence in the
434relevant quantities at NUR during night 27.09.01 in contrast
435to all the other daytime and nighttime measurements is
436already enough proof for a definite nontrivial effect.
437[38] We have not been very lucky during the campaign in
4382001 in the sense that all registrations from the Finnish
439chain of pulsation magnetometers did not exhibit SRS from
440the ionospheric Alfvén resonator. It means that during the
441time of our experiment the ionosphere was not very ‘‘talk-
442ative’’ [Belyaev et al., 1989; Belyaev et al., 2000].

Figure 10. Geophysical conditions close to the transmitter during the campaign (the operation time is
marked by black lines at the bottom of the middle panel): Ap index (upper panel), ionosonde data at
Loparskaya station, heights of layers (middle panel) and critical frequencies of ES and F2 layers.
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443 [39] Let us compare now theoretical estimates of mag-
444 netic field amplitudes at different stations with the experi-
445 mental results. For the comparison we choose the day of
446 01.10.01 when a powerful ES layer existed which blanked
447 the upper ionosphere (the plasma frequency was close to w0e

448  6 MHz during the night runs of 01.10.01). Thus the upper
449 wall could be modeled by a homogeneous anisotropic half-
450 space with the ES layer characterized by

n1;2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�g;

p
g ¼ w2

0e=wHew

452 where w0e is the plasma frequency of the ES layer and wHe is
453 the electron gyrofrequency.
454 [40] The refractive indexes n1.2 for normal waves in such
455 conditions are given by the above formulae yielding values of
456 jn1,2j of the order of 5 � 103 for f = w/2p = 1 Hz. The value
457 k0n1,2h  10 (	1), holding for practically all receiving
458 stations, guarantees the validity of the impedance approxi-
459 mation. The calculations by formulae (2)–(3) provide us with
460 the dependencies of magnetic field module being inversely
461 proportional to the squared distance from the source. This
462 agrees well with the experimental results (see Figure 11).
463 [41] For the effective conductivity of the Earth under-
464 neath the antenna a value of s = 10�3 S/m was chosen since
465 it provides the best matching with the experimental results.
466 The value is in fact one order of magnitude higher than what
467 is usually applied to the VLF band (frequencies above
468 30 Hz). As one can see, the experimental curves for the ratio
469 of linear components versus direction to the ULF source
470 coincide rather well with the theoretical ones, although one
471 must admit that also a distinct asymmetry as well as a
472 dependence on frequency exists (see Figure 12). The theo-
473 retical curves were obtained for a frequency of 3 Hz.
474 [42] As regards frequency dependence, we have noticed
475 that at the nearest stations (see, e.g., IVA of Figure 6, upper

476panel) the linear component practically does not depend on
477frequency. This behavior did not change from one experi-
478mental run to another. The experimental as well as theoret-
479ical dependences of the signal magnetic field modules on
480frequency for the stations IVA and ROV are shown in
481Figures 13 and 14, respectively. One can notice a great
482discrepancy between experiment and theory, the latter
483making the assumption of homogeneity of the Earth’s crust
484underneath the antenna. A more refined model has to be
485made to fit with the experimental data. Several factors
486which probably influence the received signal but are
487neglected in the model are discussed below.
488[43] Currents at frequencies below 4 Hz penetrating deep
489into the Earth’s crust meet somewhere at a depth of about
49010 km a layer with high conductivity. In consequence the
491magnetic moment of the ULF source does not grow with
492decreasing frequency any more. Also, one more item can be
493noticed in Figure 14, the growth of amplitude with frequency
494in ROV. Probably, this behavior is explained by anisotropy
495of the layers beneath the antenna. The observed ellipticity of
496the magnetic field (about 10–30%) could be explained by
497the same effect (cf. Figure 7, upper panel). The asymmetry
498of the linear components’ ratio versus source direction
499could in turn be taken as evidence for anisotropy of the
500Earth’s crust under the ULF source. In the calculations it
501was assumed that the magnetic moment of the source
502pointed to the north. However, the presence of anisotropy
503under the antenna (for example, an inclination of the high
504conducting layer) will lead to a rotation of the direction of
505the magnetic momentum as a function of frequency (cf.
506Figure 12).
507[44] It is interesting to note that the discussion on the
508presence of a layer with high conductivity around 10 km in
509depth on the Kola Peninsula has a long history [see Velichov
510et al., 1998, and references therein]. The authors of the latter

Figure 11. The dependence of the magnetic-field absolute value on the distance from the transmitter;
experiment and theory in comparison.
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511 work denied the presence of such a layer. Their conclusions
512 were based on magnetic sounding by a pulsed MHD
513 generator (experiment Khibiny). Results of classical mag-
514 netotelluric sounding, however, on the profile just crossing
515 our antenna suggested the presence of a thick (about 11 km)
516 layer with a specific resistance of 250 Ohm/m starting at

51710.6 km under the first layer with a specific resistance of
518105 Ohm/m [Kovtun et al., 1986].

5196. Summary

520[45] The main results of the campaign in 2001 are as
521follows:

Figure 12. The dependence of the magnetic field components’ ratio on the direction to the ULF source;
experiment and theory in comparison.

Figure 13. The dependence of the ULF field signal module on frequency for the station IVA;
experiment and theory in comparison.
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522 [46] 1. The artificial ULF signals were detected at all six
523 stations of the Finish magnetometer chain (at distances from
524 200 up to 1000 km) with a signal/noise ratio from 30 to 6–
525 8 dB. Spatial and angular dependences of signal parameters
526 were reliably measured. A good efficiency of the facility as
527 a source of artificial ULF signals was demonstrated under a
528 variety of different geophysical conditions.
529 [47] 2. A distinct difference was revealed in nighttime
530 frequency dependence of amplitude and polarization of the
531 artificial signals under quiet and disturbed geophysical
532 conditions.
533 [48] 3. The comparison of measured and calculated char-
534 acteristics of the ULF signals allowed us to obtain infor-
535 mation on the nonuniform Earth crust structure beneath the
536 antenna, i.e., the presence of a high conductive layer at a
537 depth of 8 to10 km. The estimated effective conductivity of
538 the half-space under the antenna for frequencies below 5 Hz
539 is of the order of 10�3 S/m.
540 [49] Two main conclusions can be drawn from the results
541 presented above: the characteristics of the received signals
542 from an artificial, controlled ULF source greatly depend on
543 the Earth’s crust structure beneath and underneath the
544 antenna as well as on geophysical and ionospheric con-
545 ditions. It was shown that the use of the Kola Peninsula
546 ULF facility, at least for distances up to 1000 km, can
547 provide an efficient tool to investigate the Earth’s crust
548 structure and some ionospheric properties.
549 [50] It should be made clear that our simple model of an
550 ULF source placed on the ground describes the properties of
551 the received signal only above 5 Hz. For lower frequencies
552 this model is no more adequate; at the most it can explain
553 the signal strength dependence on distance.
554 [51] Improvements of the theory should be made includ-
555 ing a layered Earth’s crust structure and allowance for
556 possible violations of the impedance condition at the iono-

557spheric boundary. In this way a more accurate assessment of
558the spectral and polarization characteristics would increase
559the overall value of the ULF power line as a scientific tool.
560[52] In connection with the high latitude of the Kola
561ULF facility, it should be also mentioned that the McIlwain
562L value is about �5.5–6.5. The corresponding proton
563gyrofrequencies at the top of magnetic field lines with these
564L values are in the range of 1 to 4 Hz. This is just in
565the ULF transmitter’s operating frequency band. Thus it
566looks very attractive to carry out experiments aiming at
567injecting artificial ULF signals into the magnetosphere and
568thereby triggering interactions with hot protons. It is also
569attractive to use this facility in experimental campaigns in
570conjunction with operating and forthcoming satellites, such as
571DEMETER (cf. http://demeter.cnrs-orleans.fr), CLUSTER, or
572RESONANCE, respectively.
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